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§ 0. Introduction 

The theory of zeta functions associated with prehomogeneous vector 
spaces (briefly P.V.) was founded by M. Sato and studied by several au
thors. In [5], Sato and Shintani established the analytic continuation and 
the functional equations of zeta functions associated with irreducible 
P.V.'s, and F. Sato [4] extended their results to regular P.V.'s under some 
mild assumptions. (See also Shintani [6, 7] and Suzuki [8].) 

In this paper we shall study some zeta functions associated with non
regular P.V. in a special case and prove their analytic continuation and 
functional equations. Recall that the dual of a regular P.V. is also a regular 
P.V. and that functional equations hold between zeta functions associated 
with a regular P.V. and its dual. In our case, however, the dual of our 
non-regular P.V. is not even a P.V. Thus, instead of the dual, we are 
led to introduce some prehomogeneous affine spaces, the precise definition 
of which is given below. 

Let G be a complex connected linear algebraic group, Va finite dim
ensional vector space and p a rational homomorphism from G into the 
group of affine transformations of V. We call a triple (G, p, V) a pre
homogeneous affine space (briefly P.A.) if there exists a proper algebraic 
subset S of V such that V - S is a single G-orbit. The set S is called the 
singular set of (G, p, V). In particular, when Imp is contained in GL(V), 
such a triple is called a prehomogeneous vector space (briefly P.V.). 

In § I, we define a non-reductive algebraic group G and introduce a 
pair of non-regular P. V. and P.A. with G-action. Zeta functions associated 
with them are defined and studied in § 2. Though our P.V. and P.A. are 
not dual to each other, we can prove functional equations between these 
two types of zeta functions. The next section (§ 3) is devoted to the pre
paration for the last one. Finally we prove that some contribution to the 
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dimension formula for Jacobi cusp forms of degree n is expressed in terms 
of special values of our zeta functions (associated with P.A.). 

We note here that our result is an analogue of Shintani's work on zeta 
functions associated with the space of quadratic forms ([7]). In fact, most 
of our results are obtained by a slight modification of Shintani's argument. 

The authors express their profound gratitude to Professor F. Sato for 
his kind advice and warm encouragement. They are also deeply grateful 
to Professor T. Arakawa for his helpful information and for giving the 
authors the opportunity to learn his manuscript (fl]) before publication. 

Notation. As usual, Z, Q, R and C are the ring of rational integers, 
the rational number field, the real number field and the complex number 
field. For any complex number x, we put e[x]=exp (2n./=1x). We 
denote by Mm, n and Symn the space of matrices with m rows and n columns 
and the space of symmetric matrices of degree n respectively. For any 
finite dimensional vector space V over R, Sl'(V) is the space of rapidly de
creasing functions on V. When X is a smooth manifold, we denote by 
C0(X) the space of smooth functions with compact support. For any 
complex number .i< we define a holomorphic function <let (Z)' on 
{Z e Symn (C) I Re Z>O} so that it coincides with the usual one on 
{XE Symn (R) I X>O}. 

§ 1. Prehomogeneous affine spaces 

Fix once for all positive integers n, m and put V = Symn, W =Mm, n 
and V = VX W. Let G be the semi-direct product of Wand G = GLn with 
composition rule 

ce, g) ·Ce', g')=Ce+e' g-1, gg') 

Note that G is isomorphic to the subgroup 

of GLm+n· 

ce, e' e w, g, g' e G). 

As is well-known, the triple (G, ·, V) is a P.V. with G-action · on V 
given by X·g=tgxg (x e V, g e G), whose singular set is {x e V!detx=O}. 
We now introduce two types of prehomogeneous affine structure to (G, V). 
We fix once for all a semi-integral positive definite symmetric matrix S of 
degree m. For simplicity we write S(u, v) and S[u] for tuSv and tuSu 
respectively (u, v e W). For X=[x, u] e Vand g=(~, g) e G, set 

(dot action) 

and 
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X *g= [tg(x+ S[e]+ S(u, e)+ S(e, u))g, (u+ e)g] (star action). 

It is easily verified that (X, g)~X-g, X *g give rise to right affine actions 
ofGon V. WeputP(X)=detxandP*(X)=det(x-S[u])(X=[x,u] e V). 
Then 

P(X·g)=(det g)- 2P(X) 

and 

P*(X *g)=(det g)2P*(X) (g=(e, g) e G, x e v). 

Lemma 1.1. The triple (G, ·, V) (resp. (G, *, V)) is a prehomogeneous 
affine space with the singular set S = {Xe VI P(X) = O} (resp. S* = 
{XE VIP*(X)=O}). 

Remark 1.2. In fact (G, ·, V) is a prehomogeneous vector space and 
its relative invariants are P(X)n (n e Z). Thus ( G, . , V) is not regular and 
the general theory of F. Sato is not applicable to our case. 

Let GJi={g e GRJdetg>O} and GJi= WRGJi. We now define two 
representations rand R of GJi on Y'(VR) in the following manner: 

r(g)f(X)=f(X-g)e[tr(xS[e]-2S(u, e))], 
R(g)f(X) = ( det g y,+n +i f(X * g), 

(g=(e,g) E GJi, X=[x, u] E VR,fe Y'(VR)). 

The Fourier transform ff f off e Y'(V R) is defined by 

fff(Y)=f f(X)e[<X, Y)]dX. 
VR 

Here the inner product < , ) on V R is given by 

<[x, u], [y, v]) =tr (xy+ 2S(u, v)) 

and dXis the usual Lebesgue measure on VR; for X=[x, u] e VR 

dX=dxdu, dx= fl dx; 1, du= Il duki· 
l;;i;;J;;n l;;k;;m 

1:s;;l::;;;n 

The following formula is easily verified. 

Lemma 1.3. r(g)ff =ffR(g) (g e GJi). 

For O<i<n, let Vi= {x E VRJsgnx=(i, n-i)}, V; = V;X WR and 
Vt={[x, u] e VR Jx-S[u] e V;}. Then we have 
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n n 

VR-SR= U Vi, VR-Si= LI Vt (disjoint union). 
i=O i=O 

For/ e .?(VR) ands e C, we put 

fJJ;(s,f)=f \P(X)\' e[tr(x- 1S[u])]f(X)dX 
v, 

and 

fJJt(s,f)= f v: \P*(X)\' f(X)dX 

The integrals are absolutely convergent for Re s>O. It is clear that 

fJJ;(s, r(g)f)=(det g)2s+m+n+1 fJJ;(s,f) 

and 

fJJt(s, R(g)f)=(detg)- 2'(/)t(s,f) 

Proposition 1.4 ( cf. Lemma 15 in [7]). Let f e .9'( V R). 

( i) fJJt(s,f) and fJJf(s,f) are continued to meromorphic functions on the 
whole s-plane. 

(ii) fJJ;(s-(m+n+ 1)/2, :Ff)= C;:;,-,¾2(2n-)n<n-lJ/4-n•e[m(2i-n)/8+ns/4] 
n 

XI' n(s) I:; uiis )fJJj( -s, f), 
j=O 

where Cn,s=(det 2st2n<n-l)f2, I' n(s)= nr:i I'(s-k/2) arid U;h) are poly
nomials in e[ -s/2] given by (2.4) in [7]. 

Proof Let T be the linear operator of .?(V R) given by Tf([x, u]) = 
f([x-S[u], u]). For Fe .?(VR), we define its Fourier transform F by 

F(x)=f F(y)e[tr (xy)]dy 
VR 

and put 

<Jih, F)=f \detx\' F(x)dx. 
v, 

In view of Lemma 15 in [7], our proof is reduced to the following formula. 

Lemma 1.5. Assume that Res>O andf e .?(VR). Then 
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<PJ(s, Tf)=¢,is, F1), 

<P/s, ffTf)=(det2S)-n 12e[m(2j-n)/8]¢,tCs+m/2, F1), 

where 

FAx)=f f([(x, u)]du e Y'(VR)-
WR 

Proof The first part is obvious from the definitions. The Lebesgue 
convergence theorem implies 

<Pis,ffTf) 

=f ldet xi' dx{lim f e[tr (x- 1 +~e)S[u]]ffTf([x, u])du}. 
VJ slO WR 

Changing the order of integration, we have 

f e[tr(x- 1 +~e)S[u]]ffTf([x, u])du 
WR 

=f du f dydvf([y, v])e[tr {(x- 1+J"=-Ie)S[u+v(x- 1+J=Ie)- 1] 

WR VR 

+~ex(x- 1+J"=-Ie)- 1S[v]+xy}] 

=<let (e-J=Ix- 1)-m/Z (det 2S)-n/Z 

f e[tr {xy+J"=-Iex(x- 1 +J=Ie)- 1S[v]}]f([y, v])dydv. 
VR 

Taking the limit, we obtain 

lim f e[tr (x-'+J"=-Ie)S[u]]ffTf([x, u])dxdu 
slO WR 

=e[m(2j-n)/8] ldetxlm;z (det 2S)-n 12FAx), 

which completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 

§ 2. Zeta functions associated with prehomogeneous affine spaces 

In this section we study zeta functions associated with P.A. introduced 
in the previous section. 

For x e VR (detx::j::O) put G.,,={g e GR \x·g=x}=SO(x). Similarly 
for X=[x, u] e VR-SR (resp. VR-Si), we put Gx={g e GRIX·g=X} 
(resp. Gt={g e GR IX *g=X}). Then G,. (resp. G.,,_scuJ) is isomorphic to 
Gx (resp. G'.{;) through the mapping t (resp. ,*), where t(h)=(u(I-h-')x-1, 
1h- 1) (resp. t*(h)=(u(h- 1 - 1), h)). We normalize a Haar measure dg (resp. 
d~) on GR (resp. WR) by 
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Then d,g=d~dg (g=(~, g) e G"J,,) gives a right invariant measure on G"J,,. 
We let x e Vi (resp. Xe Vi, Xe Vt) and normalize a Haar measure dv,, 
(resp. dvx, dvl) on G,, (resp. Gx, Gl) by the following formula: 

f <fa(g)dg=f ldetx·gl-(n+tJ/ 2d(x·g) f <fa(hg)dv,,(h) 
Ga Gx\Ga G31 

(resp. f <fa(g)drg=f \P(X · g)\-<m+n+t)/Zd(X-g) f <fa(hg)dvx(h), 
Ga Gx\Ga Gx 

f IP*(X *g)l-(m+n+l)f:!d(X *g) f <fa(hg)dvj(h)), ax,aa ax 
where d(x·g) (resp. d(X·g), d(X*g)) is the usual Lebesgue measure on 
Vi=x-G"},, (resp. Vi=X·G"J,,, Vf=X*G"J,,). It is easy to see that 

dvx(t(h))=\det xi-miz dv,,(h) (X=[x, u], he G,,), 

and 

dvJ(t*(h))= \detyim/:! dvy(h) (X=[x, u], y=x-S[u], he Gy). 

Let L=VnMn(Z), L*={x=(xt)e Vnlxi 1 e2-'Z, xiieZ}, M= 
Mm,nCZ), M*=(2S)-'M, L=LXM, L*=L*XM*, I'=SLn(Z) and I'= 
{(~, g) e Gn I~ e M, g e I'}. Then Land L* are dual to each other with 
respect to the inner product ( , ) and L (resp. L*) is I'-invariant under 
the dot action (resp. the star action). For x e VQ (det x=;i=O) (resp. Xe 
VQ-SQ, Xe VQ-SJ') we put I',,=I'nG,, (resp. I'x=I'nGx, I'l=I' 
n GJ). It is easy to see that I' x \ G x (resp. I' x \ G x, I'l \ Gl) has a finite 
volume and we define 

µ(x)=f dvx 
I' 31\Gz 

(resp. µ(X)=f d',,)x, µ*(X)=f dvl) 
I'x\Gx li,-\Gx 

unless n=2 and -(detx) (resp. -P(X), -P*(X)) has a square root in Q. 
In this exceptional case we put µ(x)=O (resp. µ(X)=O, µ*(X)=O). 

For O=:;:i::;:n, we put L; =L n Vi and Lt =L* n Vt, Let LJ · (resp. 
Lt/*) be a complete set of representatives of Li (resp. Lt) under the dot 
action (resp. the star action) of I'. We now define Dirichlet series ~;(s, L) 
and ~f(s, L *) by 

~h, L)= I; µ(X)e[-tr (x- 1S[u])] \P(X)\-• 
X-[x,u]ELtl· 

and 
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t;t(s, L*)= I:; µ*(X) IP*(X)I-•. 
XE Lil* 

Lemma 2.1. The Dirichlet series ~h, L) and ~f(s, L*) converge abso
lutely ifRes>(m+n+I)/2. 

Proof On accounting the relation between d11'.f and d11v we have 

where y=x-S[u]. For each fixed ye VQ, we say that two elements u and 
u' in M* are equivalent if there exists are I'v such that u'=.ur (mod M). 
Take a complete set T;-of representatives of such equivalence classes in 
M*. Let f!lti be a complete set of representatives of Vi under the action 
of I'. Then we can take 

{[y+S[u], u] IY E f!lti, y+S[u] EL*, u ET;-} 

as Lt/*- Since 

we have 

Noting that {Ye Vi I S[u]+ ye L* for some u e M*} is contained in a 
lattice of VR, we see that ~t(s, L*) converges absolutely if Re(s-m/2)> 
(n+ 1)/2 (cf. (2.6) in [7]). The convergence of Ms, L) is similarly proved. 

Remark 2.2. The above proof implies that 

~!(s, L*)=2-<n+l)Cn~!(s-m/2; S), 

where 

and 

Q.E.D. 

To show the analytic continuation and the functional equation of 
~i(s, L) and ~t(s, L), consider the integrals 
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Z(f, L, s)=f det g- 2s I: r(g)f(X)drg, 
I'\Gfl XEL' 

Z*(f, L*, s)=f det g 2s-(m+n+t) I: R(g)f(X)drg. 
I'\Gfl XEL*' 

Here/is a function on VR, L'=Ln (VR-SR) and L*'=L* n (VR-Sl). 

Lemma 2.3 (cf. Lemma 16 in [7]). When n:::/=2, the integral Z(f, L, s) 
and Z*(f,L*,s) (f E .'17(VR)) are absolutely convergent if Re s>(m+n+ 1)/2. 
Furthermore we have 

Z(f, L, s)= I: ~;(s, L)<li;(s-(m-+n+ 1)/2,f), 
O::;;i::;;n 

Z*(f, L*, s)= I: a(s, L*)<li;(s-(m+n+ 1)/2,f). 
Os;:i::;;n 

Iff E C;(Vn) (resp.f e C;f'(V;)) this is true even for n=2. 

Proof It is easy to see that for real s 

L\G+ \detgJ-s Af, \r(g)f(X)\drg 
R 

where L' = { x e L I det x :::/= O}. Thus the convergence of Z (f, L, s) is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 16 in [7]. For XE VR-SR, put 

Ps(X) = idet x\' e[tr (x- 1S[u])]. 

Then 

P.(X-g)/P,(X)=(det g)- 2' e[tr (xS[~]-2S(u, ~))] 

and we have 

Z(f, L, s)=f I: P,(X-g)/P,(X)f(X·g)drg 
I'\GJI XEL' 

= I: I: µ(X)Ps(X)- 1 f P,-(m+n+l)JlX-g)d(X-g), 
05.iS.n XELi/• Gx\G11 

which proves the assertion on Z(f, L, s). The remaining part is checked 
in quite a similar manner. Q.E.D. 

Set 

Z+(f, L, s)= f (det g)- 2' I: r(g)f(X)drg 
· T\GJI XEL' 

detg5,l 

and 
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Z!(f, L*, s)=f (detg) 2•-<m+n+ 1> I; R(g)f(X)d,g. 
r\Gk XEL*' 
detg:?:1 

These integrals are absolutely convergent for any s e C and hence define 
entire functions if f e ff'( Va) and n * 2. 

Theorem 2.4 (cf. Theorem 5, in [7]). Assume n=:/=-2. 
( i) Dirichlet series ~;(s, L) and ~t(s, L*) (O<i<n) are continued to mero
morphic functions in the whole s-plane. 
(ii) They are holomorphic except for possible simple poles at s= 
(m+k+l)/2 (l<k<n). 
(iii) They satisfy the following functional equations: 

c;f((m+n+l)/2-s, L*)=C}!.~e[; ](2n-)n<n-1)/4-ns I'n(s) 

~ [m(2j-n)] XL.I uJi(s)e --- ~h, L). 
J=O 8 

Proof. Let .!2=det ((1/(2-otJ))(o/oxiJ)) be a differential operator on 
Va. For fl°' e C0(Vt) putJ;,=.!2fi 0'. Note that 

n-1 

<pt(s,J;,)=(- It CT (s+k/2)<Pt(s-1,ff 0') 
k=O 

and that for any s e C there exists an fi 0' such that </Jf(s,ff0>) is not zero. 
It is easy to see that 

ffe 1t<X) = < -21r-1=1r P(X)ffe ff 0>(X). 

ThusJ;, (resp. ffef,) vanishes on St (resp. SR). The Poisson summation 
formula and Lemma 1.2 now imply 

Z(ffef,,, L, s)=Z+Cffe'J;,, L, s)+ C:;;,}Zf(J,,, L*, (m+n+ 1)/2-s), 

Z*(f,,, L*, s)=Z!(J,,, L*, s)+Cn,sZ+(ffe'J;, L, (m+n+ 1)/2-s). 

Hence Z(ffe'J;, L, s) and Z*(J;, L*, s) are entire functions of s and satisfy 
the functional equation 

Z*(J,,, L*, (m+n+ 1)/2-s)= Cn,8Z(ffe'J;, L, s). 

Applying Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 1.4 to both sides, we have the 
analytic continuation of U and the functional equation (iii) in Res>O. 
Taking account of the fact 

(2n-)-ne[n(n+ 1)/8]I' n(s)I' n((n+ 1)/2-s) 

I; Ut,i(s)un-i,i((n+ 1)/2-s) 
Os;Zs;n 
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we have the analytic continuation of i;i. Therefore (iii) holds for any 
s EC. Q.E.D. 

Remark 2.5. As we can see from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 below, 
even when n=2, i;;(s, L*) has an analytic continuation to a meromorphic 
function on C and is holomorphic except for possible simple poles at 
s=(m+2)/2 and (m+3)/2. 

§ 3. Integrals Z(fn(X; 2), L, s) and Z*(f;(X; 2), L*, s) 

For 2 EC, we define functions fn(X; 2) andf;(X; 2) on VR by 

and 

{det (x-S[u])•-<m+n+lJ/ 2 exp (-4ir tr (x)) 
f;([x, u]; 2)= 0 

Put 

dn,s(2)= C~1(2irt<n-iit 4 -nU-m/2)2-n,r n(2-m/2). 

A direct calculation shows 

if x>S[u] 
otherwise. 

Lemma 3.1. The integral Z*(f;(X; 2), L*, s) is absolutely convergent 
and is equal to 

C;;-,1.sdn,s(s+2-(m+n+ 1)/2)/;;(s, L*), 

if Res>(m+n+ 1)/2 and Re (A+s)>m+n. 

Thus Z*(f;(X; 2), L*, s) is continued to a meromorphic function of 
(2, s) on the whole C 2• It is easily verified that the Fourier transform 
.ffe'f;(X; 2) exists if Re 2>(m+n+ 1)/2 and is equal to C;;-,1.sdn,sU)fn(X; 2). 
Furthermore the identity 

I:; f;(X; 2)=dn,sC2) I:; fn(X; 2) 
XEL* XEL 

holds if Re s>m+n+ 1. By a similar argument to that in the proof of 
Lemma 21 in [7], we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2 (cf. Lemma 21 in [7]). 
( i) Assume that Re s>(n-1)/2 and that the pair (A, s) satisfies the fol
lowing inequalities: 
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ReJ>m+I, Res<ReJ-m/2 

Re J> Max (13/2, 2 Res+ 7/2)+m 

Re J>m+n+ 7/2, Res<Re J-(m+n-1)/2 

Then the integral Z(fn(X; J), L, s) is absolutely convergent. 

if n= I, 

ifn=2, 

if n?:_3. 

(ii) Both Z(fn(X; J), L, s) and Z*(fn(X; J), L*, s) are continued to mero
morphic functions of (J, s) on C 2 and satisfy 

Z*(f;(X; J), L*, s)=dn,s(J)Z(f,i(X; J), L, (m+n+ 1)/2-s). 

§ 4. The contribution of purely parabolic conjugacy classes to the dimension 
formula for the space of Jacobi cusp forms 

In this section, we show that special values of g;(s, L*) appear in the 
calculation of the dimension formula for the space of Jacobi cusp forms. 

We recall the definition of Jacobi cusp forms from Shintani's unpub
lished work (for more precise treatment refer to [2]; see also Yamazaki [9]). 
Let G=Gn,m be the subgroup of Spm+n consisting of 

where e, r; E Mm,n, ICE Symm and g= [~ J] E Spn. Then G is the semi

direct product of H={(g, r;, 1e)} and G=SPn· The center Z of G is {(O, 0, K)} 
and hence G is not reductive if m?:. I. We let GR act on g; = g; n,m = &Jn X 
Mm,nCC) (&Jn=the upper half plane of degree n) as follows: 

g<Z)=(g<z), wj(g, z)- 1 +g·g<z)+r;) 

(g=(e, r;, K)g E GR, Z=(z, w) E g]), 

where g<z)=(az+b)(cz+d)- 1 and j(g, z)=cz+d. We define an auto
morphy factor J 8 ,z(g, Z) by 

J 8 ,z(g, Z)=detj(g, z)Ze[tr {-SK+ S[w]j(g, z)- 1c 

-2S(g, w)j(g, z)- 1 -S[g]g<z)}], 

where S is a positive definite semi-integral symmetric matrix of degree m 
and l is a positive integer. Then the space 6(S, l) of Jacobi cusp forms 
of index Sand weight l with respect to f = G(Z) is defined to be the C
vector space of holomorphic functions f on g; which satisfy 
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( i) f(f <Z))=l 8 , 1(f, Z)f(Z) for Yf EI', vz E Pfi, 
(ii) as a function on GR, 18 ,i(g, Z 0)- 1f(g<Z 0)) is bounded 

(Zo=(.r-=Tln, 0) E PJ). 

For Z=(z, w) and Z'=(z', w') E PJ, we put 

where 

As,1=(det2st2-n(n+3)/2ir-n(n+l)/21r 1Y (1-m+i -j). 
i=O j=l 2 

Let dµ(Z) be the GR-invariant measure on £2 given by 

dµ(Z)=(dety)-m-n-t 11 dxijdy 1i 11 duiidvii 
lSiSjSn lSi:-:;;m 

15:.jSn 

(Z=(z, w), z=x+.r-=Ty, w=u+.r-=T v). 

In view of Satake [3] and applying the Selberg trace formula, we obtain 
the following dimension formula for @?(S, /). 

Lemma 4.1. Assume I>m+2n. Then 

dimc6(S, l)= L _I;_ K8 , 1(f<Z), Z)l 8 ,i(l, Z)- 1 

I'\£' r EI'/ Z (I') 

lls,i(ffz, Zo)l- 2 dµ(Z). 

Here ffz is an element of GR such that ffz<Z0) =Zand Z(f) = {(O, 0, IC) I IC E 

Symm (Z)} is the center off. 

We set I''={i E fle[tr(Sfr(h))]=l for 'th E H(ih}, where H(g)= 
{heHlh- 1ghg- 1 =(0,0,fg((h))eZ} for geG. The following is easily 
verified. 

Lemma 4.2. Assume l > m + 2n. Then 

dime @?(S, I)= f _ fa _ K8 ,i(i<Z), Z)J 8 ,i(i, Z)- 1 

rv, rer'!Z<I'l 

\1s,i(ffz, Zo)l- 2 dµ(Z). 

For an integer r (0<r<n), let flr be the set consisting of i E f which 

is f-conjugate to h [6 l] (h=(~, r;, IC) E f, x E Symn (Z), rank x=r). We 

set 
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18 ,i(ll,)= J ~ I; Ks,iCf<Z), Z)J 8 , 1(f, Z)- 1 

I'\!B re cu,nI''l/ZCI'l 
Jls,z(gz, Zo) 1-2 dµ(Z). 

The sum I;~=o l 8 ,i(ll ,) is called "the contribution of purely parabolic 
conjugacy classes to the dimension formula for @:>(S, l)". Observe that 
tJ, n t 1 is 

[ 
x' ol 

{f e tJ, \ f is f-conjugate to (0, (r/, 0), tc) _:_ O ln O 

r/ E Mm,.(Z), x' e Sym, (Z)}. 

Shintani's argument in the proof of Proposition 8 in [7] works also for our 
case (see also Theorem 3.2 (i)) and we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3. The integral l 8 , 1(ll,) is absolutely convergent if 1>2n+ 
m + 3 and equals 

Here 
T 2trk T 2trk/2 

u, = J1 I'(k) ' C, = JI I'(k/2) ' Wz = ,c2),( 4) ... ,(2/) 

and D'l=Sym,(Z)XMm,,(Z). 

Combining Theorem 3.2 (ii), Lemma 3.1 and Remark 2.2 we have 

Corollary 4.4. 

ls,i(ll,) = (det 2sr-r2T(n-r)-1(21t)- (n-r)(n-r +1)/2 

-1 * . n-r i ( m+n-i 
Wn-run-r~r(r-n, S) f1 11 1----

i=l J=l 2 

where we put ~;}'(s; S):==2. 

Remark 4.5. Special values of ~;(s; S) at non-positive integers are 
known only for n<2. If n= I, as is well-known, we have 

~t(I-k;S)=- I; Bi<-S[u]))/k, 
uEM*/M 

where Bix) is the k-th Bernoulli polynomial and for x e R we define <x) 
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by the condition: x=<x) (mod Z) and O<<x)<l. On the other hand, 
when n = 2, a(s; S) is a linear combination of partial zeta functions studied 
in Arakawa [I]. Applying his results to this case we have ,;;(1-k; S) e Q. 
(We can also evaluate ,;;(1-k; S) explicitly using formulas in [I]. For 
example ,;;(0; 1)=2- 6, if m= I and S= 1.) 
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